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ABSTRACT
This paper develops a model of the electoral process for analyzing the voters’ choice faced with two parties. A typical
voter is concerned with both local governance issues and macro issues. The relative importance attached by a voter to
local and macro concerns is governed by the level of education of the voter. The voter must exercise his choice based
on two sets of information—the first pertains to the candidate’s efficiency level and the other pertains to the efficiency
of the party as a whole. The model focuses on the case where the party with the better image has been forced to put up a
less efficient candidate, as this is sufficient to analyse the trade-off involved. The model shows how the election outcomes may be influenced by the education level of the electorate and the design of election campaigns. This has implications for the design of education policy in the long run and measuring social efficiency of education.
Keywords: Election; Education; Party Image; Candidate Efficiency; Macro vs Local Concerns

1. Introduction
There exists a large literature documenting the private
returns to education. In addition, education also creates
non-monetary benefits to society. An important example
of the positive externality of education is enlightened
political behavior. Social scientists argue that a more educated electorate enhances the quality of democracy ([1]
and others). Such benefits of education accrue through
enhanced quality of participation as well as higher range
of participation. In the first, education equips citizens
with increased ability to select able leaders, understand
the issues upon which to vote and act as a critique. There
are several theoretical models which suggest a link between education and civic participation. See [2,3] among
others. This is difficult to investigate empirically as objective measures of “quality of decisions” is hard to find.
Our paper focuses on this aspect from a novel theoretical
perspective.
The second channel is through an increased interest in
political issues and higher involvement in the process
(see [4]). Reference [5] provides a very interesting empirical verification of this in the context of the UK and
USA. To assess the empirical estimates of the effect of
education on social and political participation, [6] performs a meta-analysis, synthesizing 268 evaluations on
social participation. The means of the study weighted
population effect sizes are 0.055 for social participation
per year of schooling (p-value < 0.001) after correcting
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for publication bias. Through further analysis they confirm the existence of a relative effect of education on
participation.
The uninterrupted left wing political rule in West Bengal, a state in India, for over three decades has been at
the centre stage of debate among social scientists and
policy makers in recent years. It has acted as a catalyst
for a whole range of new issues and questions being
asked and is being cited as an iconic example to prove
and illustrate myriad theories and hypotheses. Among the
issues that have already been addressed in this context is
the question: what are the possible reasons—economic,
political, anthropological, sociological, historical, cultural or ideological—that enabled the party to stay in
power through voters’ mandate in spite of the at best
moderate performance of the government in terms of
public finance and several socio-economic indicators.1
One of the commonly cited reasons for this is the party’s
design of education policy and delivery mechanism with
its thrust on basic education and universal literacy while
diluting the quality of higher education.
The question that we specifically address in this paper
is the following: what would be the electorate’s mandate
faced with two candidates, one from each party, based on
candidates’ individual efficiency and the perceived average efficiency of the party. If suffices to consider a
situation where the more efficient candidate is from the
party with lower average efficiency (and the reverse sce1

For a survey on the issues and discussions, see [7] and the references
cited therein.
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nario by analogy). The other cases where both individual
and party efficiencies are low of high simultaneously will
lead to obvious outcomes.
Party efficiency

Low

High

Low

Lose

?

High

?

Win

Candidate efficiency

Such an analysis will help to predict the likely outcome of an electoral process and also have important
implications for the campaigning strategy of a party.
The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 sets up
the model of voting that is influenced by several concerns which in turn are affected by education level of the
voter. Section 3 details the choice problem of an individual voter while Section 4 discusses the aggregation
issue and several policy and strategic considerations. We
briefly comment on the implications of our model in a
multi-tier democracy in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes.

2. The Model
We consider a set up with two political parties 1 and 2,
whose average efficiencies are f1 and f 2 respectively.
The two contesting candidates representing the two parties have efficiency levels f1 and f 2 respectively. Our
focus is on the electoral process within a constituency.
 f1 , f 2 , f1 , f 2  are all exogenously given and are public
information. We do not consider the case of “ideological
beliefs” where in a voter affiliation to a party is dogmatic
rather than based on practical and governance concerns.2
A voter deciding on the candidate of choice considers
two factors. One, the efficiency of local governance
which directly impacts the quality of his/her daily life;
through factors such as regularity and quality of water
supply, cleanliness, law and order etc. This depends more
on the candidate’s individual efficiency and less on the
efficiency of the party. The second factor on the other
hand reflects the efficiency of the party at the national or
state level. National security concerns, foreign policy,
investments, trade policy, law and order situation, public
finance, tax policy, interest rates, employment scenario,
inflation and growth rate, monetary and fiscal policy—all
these affect a voter’s quality of life indirectly. We refer
to these as macro issues or concerns, as opposed to the
local governance concerns.
Now, an individual voter will factor in both local as
well as macro concerns when deciding on the candidate
of his choice. Denoting by α and β the weights   0,1
2

This possibility may be incorporated by assuming f1   with f 2

remaining finite.
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attached to local governance and macro concerns by a
voter, the voter’ decision will be given by:
max i1,2  fi   fi 

(1)

Thus a voter, given his α and β, will vote for the candidate i = 1 or 2 for whom  fi   fi is greater. We
assume, for the sake of simplicity, that everybody votes.
The importance attached to local governance issues
and macro concerns, i.e. α and β depend on the education
level e. normalized in the interval [0,1], of a person. With
more education, a voter is likely to become more aware
of his civic, social, political and legal rights (such as
right of access to health services, clear water supply,
electricity, roads and secure environment etc.) as also
issues of public concern at international, national and
state level (child labour, mobility of labour, nuclear
non-proliferation etc.). However, while even an illiterate
person will have a minimum awareness of his rights
(personal security concerns such as whether it is safe to
walk down the neighbourhood without being mugged,
being forced to pay bribe to local musclemen for running
any business, water supply, electricity etc.), concerns
about national issues will require a minimum level of
education and exposure. So it is reasonable to expect that
only a well educated person (with e  e0 ) will have a
positive β.
Further we assume that concern for macro issues increases at a faster rate than local concerns. This is justified on the grounds that in this era of globalization and
information technology higher education and exposure
brings geographical mobility. Thus while β > 0 only
above a threshold level of education, it reaches its
maximum value of 1 at a relatively lower level of education than does α. As local issues usually involve more
minute details, the awareness reaches its maximum only
at the highest level of education.3
Accordingly we consider the following two functional
forms representing the behavior of individual voter’s
concern with local and macro issues with an increase in
the level of education

    1    e where 0    1, e   0,1

(2)

and
0
for 0  e  e0

 e  e0
for e0  e  e1; 0  e0  e1  1
 
 e1  e0
1
for e1  e  1


(3)

Figure 1 below illustrates the α and β functions as in
3

Assuming β = 1 for e  e1 is sufficient for a simple presentation of

our results but it is not necessary. The results remain qualitatively unchanged if we only assume that β rises faster than α and 1     for
e above some critical value.
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α,β
1

 

e0   e1 e0  

1   e1 e0  1   

.

(5)

Using the above definition of e* and Equations (2) and

α


 1 for all e  e* . Further since


  0 and   0 for e  e0 , so
 0 in that range.


Between e0 and e*, 0   1 and increasing in e as

e  e0

in that range (so that slope

  e1  e0    1    e 



(3) we observe that



β
e0

e*

e1

1

Figure 1. Shape of the functions α and β.

(2) and (3).

3. The Mandate
3.1. Choice by Individual Voter
Without loss of generality we assume f 2  f1 and f1  f .
A voter will vote for candidate 1 if and only if

 f1   f1   f 2   f 2 

 f 2  f1

 F, say.

f1  f

(4)

This has interesting implications.
1) Suppose the difference between the individual efficiency levels of the candidates is stronger than the difference in party images, i.e.

 f 2  f1    f1  f2    F  1 .
Then a voter will vote for candidate 1, that is vote to
power the less efficient candidate from the party with a
better image, if 1) voter’s global or macro concerns
dominate local concerns (β > α) and 2) the importance of
global concern vis-à-vis local concern is much stronger
than the individual efficiency difference vis-à-vis party
image difference     F  .
2) The outcomes will be similar if

 f 2  f1    f1  f 2    F  1 .
3) If however the difference in candidates’ individual
efficiency levels is less marked compared to the difference in party image (F < 1), then candidate 1 will be
voted to power irrespective of whether voters are more
concerned with macro issues or local governance issues
(β> or <α) as long as    F .

3.2. The

 

e* :  e*   e*  e* 


Function


We now consider the implications of how educated a
society is, for the election mandate. Figure 2 below

shows the behaviour of the ratio
with increase in the

level of education, e, for an individual voter.
Let
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of expression in the numerator = 1 >  e1  e0  1    =
slope of expression in the denominator).


Beyond e*,
 1 but the relationship between



and e is non-monotonic.
increases with e up to e1


and reaches its maximum value, max , where β attains

its maximum value (=1). In this range, that is for e  e* ,
α < 1 and increasing in e.
   e1 
1

 1 (as denomiThus max 
   e1    1    e1
nator is < 1).
Beyond e1,


decreases as β is constant and α is in

creasing.
Summarising, the


function may be specified as


follows


0
e  e0
 

   e1  e0    1    e

1

  1    e

for 0  e  e0
for e0  e  e1

(6)

for e1  e  1

3.3. The Electorates’ Choice
Case I: We first consider the case


1 .

In this case, irrespective of the level of education, all
the voters will vote for candidate 2, the more efficient
candidate from the party with a poorer image. Thus if the
difference between the candidates’ efficiency levels is
too high then the voters will vote for the candidate rather
than the party irrespective of the weights they attach to
F  max F  max
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local and global concerns.


When F  max , then both the candidates will be

securing some votes. An individual voter’s choice will
depend on their respective weights on local and macro
concerns which in turn depend on their education level.
Thus now the voters will be segmented by their educations levels.
Case II: F = 1
When the difference in individual candidates’ efficiency level match the difference in party images
 f2 * f1  f1  f2  , then less educated people with
e  e will vote for the more efficient candidate as for
them local concerns dominate macro concerns; whereas
more educated people with e  e* , who are guided more
by macro concerns will vote for the more efficient party.
Case III: F < 1
If the differences in candidates’ public image is less
marked than differences in party image
 f2  f1  f1  f2  , the less educated people would continue to vote for the more efficient candidate; while the
more educated would continue to vote for the party of
choice and hence candidate 1. The proportion of people
voting in favour of the more efficient candidate will
however dwindle as the difference between candidates’
personal efficiency levels start falling. So only those with
very strong local concern will vote for the more efficient
candidate. Specifically all voters with e   will vote
for candidate 1,
where
  
f f
:
F 2 1
  
f1  f 2
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which upon simplification yield



 f 2  f1   e1  e0  
.
 f1  f   ( f 2  f1 )  e1  e0  1   

(7)



We finally consider the most interesting case where
difference in candidates’ efficiency levels is more marked that the difference in party images, but it is less than

max . Here we have the following proposition



Proposition 1: If F  1, max  then there will exist


two discontinuous intervals of education such that all
voters with e   0,    ,1 will vote for the more efficient candidate 2, while voters with e   ,   will vote
for the candidate 1 from the more efficient party. Here θ
is as defined above and
Case IV: 1  F  max1  F  max

1

  
F


1   

(8)

Proof: A horizontal line at level F on the vertical axis

in Figure 2 must intersect the
curve at e > e*. Since


the
curve is inverted U-shaped to the right of e*,

reaching a maximum value at e1, therefore the line must
intersect the curve at two points, one to the left and the
other to the right of e1.


,E

Case I

max

Case IV
Case II

Case III

e0

e*

e1

1

Figure 2. Candidate choice by individual voters.
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For e < e1, i.e. e  e* , e1 , F 


at e = θ; and for



at e =  where  can be solved


1
from the relation F  
.
   1    e
e   e1 ,1 , F 

Thus we have F 


e   ,   while



e   ,   . 

Thus the highly educated and least educated voters
will vote for the more efficient candidate 2, while there
will be middle segment with moderate education who
will vote for the party of choice rather than the candidate.
Concern with national or macro issues saturate beyond
a point. So for the very highly educated, macro concerns,
while important, can no longer assume further importance. Concern with local governance issues and rights,
although less important than macro concerns, get progressively greater attention as education level increases.
Thus there will be a segment among the highly educated
aware mass along with the usual less educated mass who
will vote for the more efficient candidate rather than the
more efficient party.
F

4. The Distribution of Population by
Education
Our findings so far reveal that the level of education of
the electorate affect the election outcome. One may expect the density function of education to be downward
sloping, with the proportion of population with a given
level of education diminishing with the level of education.
The total support for candidate 1 would be given by
S

 1



g  e  de , where g(e) is the density function for

the distribution of population by education. Denoting by
e the median level of education we state the following
proposition.
Proposition 2: a) The necessary condition for the party
with better image (party 1) to win the election is that e0,
that is the minimum level of education for awareness and
concern about national issues4, is lower than the median
education level e , i.e. e0  e .
b) Assuming e0  e  e* and F < 1, the necessary and


 e  .

Proof: 1) If e  e0 , then party 2 with poorer image but
with stronger candidate always wins. Hence the result
follows by complementation.
sufficient condition for party 1 to win is F 

4

We could identify this population as those reading newspapers or
following national news on Television.
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 e  . 

As mentioned earlier, education ha social benefits
along with private ones; one particular instance of this
being an improvement in electoral choices. Proposition
2(b) highlights one such scenario where a high enough
median education level dictates that the more efficient
party wins election. Thus we can create a benchmark for
political returns to education where, irrespective of individual local candidates’ prowess, the electorate actually
favours the party that will be beneficial at the macro
level.
2) Party 1 will win election iff   e  F 

4.1. Education Policy and Election Outcomes
Any education policy that has an effect on the education
of the medial voter will have an effect on the share of
votes for each party. Election outcome depends upon
whether the change is significant enough to make e
cross over e0. An increase in e is likely to drive the
election results in favour of party with better public image even though its candidate is relatively less efficient.
So question arises whether an education policy targeting primary and secondary education or promoting college and higher education would be beneficial for the
party with favourable public image. In a country where a
vast majority of the population have received only primary education, the universalisation of primary education (SSA) would be conducive to party 2 emerging victorious as this would have little impact on e . However a
policy to promote secondary and college education would
be crucial in effecting the switch—as a large number of
literates gets converted to graduates, the proportion of
voters with less than secondary education falls below
50%, e must cross over e0. Again promoting postgraduate education is less effective in achieving an increase in e .

4.2. Election Campaign Strategy and Education
Level of Electorate
We now make some comments on the campaign strategy
of the two political parties. The strategy could involve
either promoting the individual candidates or the party
image as a whole, without emphasizing the individual
candidate. These will affect the perceived values of
fi and fi and thus the ratio F. A low F is favourable for
party 1 while a high F is favourable for party 2. The party
with the stronger candidate should design a candidate
oriented campaign strategy. On the other hand party with
better public image should focus on highlighting the
party performance rather than the candidate. Thus each
party focuses on highlighting its stronger point irrespective of the education level of the electorate.
TEL
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5. Higher Levels of Election
In this section we briefly discuss the implications of our
study, for outcomes of electoral process at different levels—local elections (for Panchayat or Municipality),
state level elections (for the Legislative Assembly) or the
general elections (Parliament). With an increase in the
level of election the direct role of the elected representative in local affairs diminishes. The representative is now
more involved with policy making and broader governance issues which are likely to affect a larger population
in multiple locations (where we refer to the electoral
constituency as the locality).
From the electorates’ point of view the weight attached to local governance issues, i.e. α(e), (which is
dependent on the candidate’s individual efficiency) becomes similar to β(e) irrespective of the level of their
education. This is because the candidate’s personal efficiency now matter more for issues that are broad based.
We envisage this as a decrease in  . This will imply
that the slope of α(e) increases as max   1 at e = 1.


 1 will be attained at a lower value of


will increase. In terms
e, i.e. e* will fall, while max


curve will shift upof Figure 2 we observe that the

wards and to the left as shown by the dotted line. The
shift will be favourable for party 1 as support for candidate 1 will increase. So a situation may arise where a
party with high level of efficiency loses a local election
while winning the general election.

of education of the voter. The voter must exercise his
choice based on two sets of information—the first pertains to the candidate’s efficiency level and the other
pertains to the efficiency of the party as a whole (the average efficiency of all the party members). The model
focuses on the case where the party with the better image
has been forced to put up a less efficient candidate, as
this is sufficient to analyse the trade-off involved.
The model provides some interesting insights regarding possible election outcomes. Specifically it shows
how the election outcomes may be influenced by the
education level of the electorate and the design of election campaigns. This has implications for the design of
electoral campaign strategy in the short run and that of
education policy in the long run. Thus education has social benefits over and above the private return and Pigouvian subsidies for education will increase efficiency.
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Accordingly

6. Conclusions
This paper develops a model of the electoral process for
analyzing the voters’ choice faced with two parties. A
typical voter is concerned with both local governance
issues which directly affect his quality of life and more
general or macro issues with national or state level implications. The impact of the latter on quality of life of an
individual voter is indirect, compared to local issues. The
relative importance attached by a voter to local and
macro concerns is to a large extent governed by the level
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